Recommendations to qualify biomarker candidates of drug-induced liver injury.
Certain compounds that induce liver injury clinically are not readily identified from earlier preclinical studies. Novel biomarkers are being sought to be applied across the pharmaceutical pipeline to fill this knowledge gap and to add increased specificity for detecting drug-induced liver injury in combination with aminotransferases (alanine and aspartate aminotransferase)--the current reference-standard biomarkers used in the clinic. The gaps in the qualification process for novel biomarkers of regulatory decision-making are assessed and compared with aminotransferase activities to guide the determination of safe compound margins for drug delivery to humans where monitoring for potential liver injury is a cause for concern. Histopathologic observations from preclinical studies are considered the principal reference standard to benchmark and assess subtle aminotransferase elevations. This approach correlates quite well for many developmental compounds, yet cases of discordance create dilemmas regarding which standard(s) indicates true injury. Concordance amongst a broader set of biomarker injury signals in a qualification paradigm will increase confidence, leading to accepted and integrated translational biomarker signals during safety assessment processes across the pharmaceutical industry, with academia, in government and in contractor laboratories.